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ABSTRACT 
Develpping professional capacity for students is one of the pnmary duties at pedagogical 
universities in the current penod in order to train the future teachers who are both virtuous and 
professional Along with intensifying the traineeship fpr students at secondary schools, the model 
of sWdent teaching assistant has been widely implemented in universities, which has been 
developed in many educational systems all over the world In Vietnam, this model, however, has 
not been got adequate attentipn frpm the educators and leaders, and has not been widespread 
among universities This article focuses on analyzing the advantages of the student teaching 
assistant model towards the development of professional capabilities for students Furthermore, 
this paper proposes a mode! pf student teaching assistant and the ways to implement this standard 
at foreign languages faculty. Thai Nguyen University pf Education, 
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INTRODUCTION 

In order to meet the requirements of 
secondary education reform after 2015, the 
innovation of curricula, teaching methods, 
evaluation forms, etc, has got much attention 
from the society in current period. It ean be 
said that the higher education in Vietnam is 
making a big move to improve the quality and 
adjust the global integration [8] During this 
transitional period, the educators and 
education managers are constantly looking for 
ways to enhance the faculty and establish 
advanced models in teaching and leaming. In 
developed countries, the model of student 
teaching assistant has been applied for many 
years and brought positive results in the 
whole three aspects, 1) for the students as 
assistants, they can gain the improvement in 
communication skills,a belter understanding 
of their subjects, and practical pedagogical 
skills; 2) for lecturers, it is easier for them to 
apply active teaching methods and convey 
pedagogical skills to student teaching 

; 3) for students m class, they will 

get support both inside and outside the 
classroom [1]; [2]; [3] & [4] It is undoubted 
that the relationship among students as 
assistants, lecturers and students are close and 
attached (see Figure I) 
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Figure \. The Teacher - Assistant - Student 
Relationship [6] 

In Vietnam, though the student teaching 
assistant model has been implemented in 
some universities, there have not been many 
articles looking deeply into the advant^es of 
this model for students. Moreover, only a few 
studies have recommended this kind of model 
and ways to implement it in an appropriate 
way in the current context of Vietnamese 
education. In this article, the authors will, 
therefore, focus on analyzing the advantages of 
student teaching assistant model towards the 
professional development of students in the 
future. In addition, tiie autiiors also recommend 
one model and how to implement it at Thai 
Nguyen University of Education (TUE) 
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MODEL OF STUDENT TEACHING 
ASSISTANT: OPPORTUNITIES AND 
CHALLENGES 

Definition of students as teaching assistants 
Teaching assistants (TA) have been known in 
the educational field by the following 
terminology: TAs, teacher aides, teacher 
assistants, teacher associates, rehabilitative 
aides, educational assistants, 

paraprofessionals, and most recently, para-
educators [3] In the range of this paper, the 
authors will use the term '"teaching 
assistants" lo descnbe third-year English 
students employed to assist in teaching first-
year English majors and non-English students 
at universities/colleges 

It IS clear that the work of the teacher 
assistant is to help students leam better [4]. In 
that way, teacher assistants work in small 
groups or singly with students who exhibit 
leaming diftieulties; this is a skilled work, in 
which teacher assistants must be flexible, 
consistent, cooperative, patient, and creative 
[5]. They play a vitally important role in 
undergraduate teaching, and the TA often 
provides a "friendly face" for many students, 
and also serves as a key link between the 
undergraduate and the professor [1] 
Therefore, university leaders must rigorously 
define the roles and responsibilities of TAs 
and consider their eontnbutions in relation to 
the dnve for whole university improvement. 
Roles & responsibilities of teaching assistants 
Teaching assistants have a number of roles 
[1]. These roles include facilitator of leaming, 
role model, and advisor for students, assistant 
to a professor, and representative of a 
department Importantly, the TA acts as a 
bridge and a filter between the student and the 
course instructor [9], Depending on the 
particular situation, these roles may be very 
rewarding or very trying As a graduate student, 
TA should be eoncemed with responsibilities to 
themselves. As a teacher, their responsibilities 
are primarily to the students, 
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Advantages of TA models 

For teahers: They will receive multi
dimensional feedbacks on teaching and 
leaming; they have more time for designing the 
lectures, compiling textbooks, participating 
conferences and scientific research 
For students as teaching assistants: They will 
better understand the process of teaching and 
learning, mastering subjects they are studying; 
highly trained m pedagogical profession after 
school; promoting soft skills such as 
presentation skills, public speakmg, teamwork, 
leadership and time management. All these 
things are helpfiil to their resume later or 
convenient to apply abroad scholarships 
For students in classes with teaching 
assistants: They will become more open to 
ask for help with their difficulties in studying, 
increase attention in class; encourage 
themselves to become teacher assistants; and 
have more lime to discuss with friends 
outside classroom. 
Challenges of TA models 
First, time pressure is the most difficult one-
Students as assistants, therefore, have to 
balance tiieir learning in class with the 
leaching assistant activities 
Second, beside tiieir professional knowledge, 
student assistants need to equip themselves 
with some other skills when teaching in class 
It is not really easy to do such simple skills as 
board-writing and display, guiding and 
organizing Ieaming activities in class. 
Third, student assistants are often not 
expenenced in assessing leamers, which may 
lead to subjective evaluation among leamers. 
Finally, it is necessary lo establish detailed 
criteria lo manage the teaching activities of 
student assistants 

BUILDING A MODEL OF TEACHING 
ASSISTANTS AT FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
FACULTY, TUE 

IVhy should we prepare the third-year 
English majors to teach ? 
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1) Building self-confidence: Preparing graduate 
students for theu role as TAs (and perhaps as 

future full-fledged teachers) helps alleviate tiie 

anxiety associated with leaching inexperience, 

and increases their self-confidence. 

2) Improving efficiency. A little time spent 
leaming the basics of teaching and how to 

manage it ean make TAs much more efficient 

at the task, thus leaving them more time to 

work on their research. 

3) Teaching as a set of transferable skills: 

Teaching skills ean be applied to careers in a 

number of different sectors in the labor maiket. 

4) Gaining the edge in Ihe job search: 

Students who are able to show that they have 

had some tminings in teaching during their 

graduate years will be more competitive in 

their job searches (Adapted from Svinieki, 

M,, 1995) 

Teaching assistant competency development 

To help teaching assistants lo enhance their 

competency development, the following 

criteria should be focused (see Figure 2), 

Proposed model of s tudent teaching 

assistants 

To effecttvely implement the model, il is 

necessary to conduct every stage in a 

scientific and logical way [7]. In this section, 

the authors will propose 5 stages of student 

teaching assistants model, that is. Selecting, 

Training, TAs giving lectures with the help of 

the lecturers. Signing contracts with student 

assistants and Evaluating the effectiveness of 

TAs' activities per week/month/year. Each 

part will be descnbed with details. However, 

the implementation may be flexible 

depending on the context of each university 

or college (see Figure 3) 
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Figure 2: Framework for leaching assistant competency development 
Adapted from Cynlliia, K. Suzanne, L. & Roselynn. V. (2015) 
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Stage 1: The process of selecting student assistants 

The recruitment plans are made about a month before the start of semester 1 of year 3. Candidates 
are required to fill in the registration form including information about extracurricular activities that 
they are involved, the subjects registered in the semester to ensure that candidates have sufficient 
tirae for the tutoring. Recmitment notice and registration form are attached in the appendix. 
Based on a number of cntena, the faculty eonduet preliminary selection on records and live 
interviews with candidates. The criteria and tiieir meanings are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: Criteria for selecting student assistants 

Criteria Meaning 
Have social knowledge Be good at communication skills and workmg 

with other people 
Have high learmng competences (achieve the Have enough knowledge to help Pther students 
cumulative GPA pf 3 0 or higher, and grade A revise what they have learned SP far, and resolve 
with the subject going to be taught as an assistant) given problems 
Have engough experience related to teaching 
(prioritize candidates who have been tutonng or 
deans pf academic clubs). 

The capacity of splving pedagpgical situations and 
understanding the procedure of teaching and 
learning 

Have excellent quality and passion in teachmg 
(based on mpral qualities, the willingness and the 
enthusiasm to impart knpwledge) 

Assistant teaching is a good example for students 
to follow both m morality and profession 

Good skills m organizing activities and time 
lagement 

Have capacity of workmg under high pressure, 
arranging activities effectively 

(Adapted from Tran Thi My Dung, Nguyen Minh Luan & Doan Thi True Linh, 2014) 

deparment of foreign of awareness and skills. First, the traineeship Besides, in the 
languages, there is a class of 15 talented 
students in each course Those students are 
selected based on their semester GPA and the 
scores of three skills (Listening, Reading & 
Writing) at the end of each semester. The 
talented students are prioritized to become 
student teaching assistants 
Stage Z: Training students as teacher assistants 
When reeraited, the students are like fish out 
of water and do not even know what tiieir 
fiiture job is and how to do it Therefore, the 
organization of training classes for students 
before entering the semester is really 
necessary and important. 
Dependmg on the size and the specific 
conditions of each department, the well-
prepared training course will help students 
feel confident, enthusiastic in teaching and 
fulfill their roles. 

According to Young S, L. et al (2008), the 
training of student teaching assistants 
basically must ensure the two main contents 
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helps them understand their role in suppotting 
other students, their department and school, 
recognizing their riglils and responsibilities. 
Second, it ensures that those students will be 
equipped with the necessary skills m 
teaching: (1) develop skills lo communicate 
lectures effectively, create favorable 
conditions for students to focus on class 
discussions and management of group 
activities, (2) develop problem-solving skills 
to encounter possible issues in the interaction 
between faculty and students. 
Stage 3: Students giving lessons with their 
teachers' help 

Initially, they may feel perplexed by the 
board Teachers then utilize hands-on 
methods to guide their students. In this stage, 
students as teacher assistants will play the 
roles of a teacher, lecturers will attend tiieir 
classes and use observation checklists to give 
feedbacks lo the teacher assistants After 
attending at least 4 periods, lecturers give tiieir 
students chance to take control ofthe class 
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Table 2: Duties & responsibilities ofthe teacher assistant 

Marking students' homework, exercises, and tests 
Recording the marks, store and supply related information to lecturer 

Duties and 
responsibilities of 
the teacher 
assistant 

Attending classes. 
Assist lecturers with their teaching in class 
Be present in the office during working hours, make an appointment to meet 

students and help them through phone call or email 
Give feedbacks to students on their homework, in class exercises, tests 
Compile/photocopy the dpcuments putside the lessons 
Attend the exam observation with other officers 

Stage 4: Signing contract with teacher assistants 
In order to improve the effectiveness of the 
teaching assistant activities, before signing 
the contract or any kind of engagement, 
students should have a detailed discuss with 
their teachers to clearly understand their 
responsibilities as a teacher assistant [7]. The 
duties and responsibilities of teacher 
assistants are described in Table 2 below. 
Empowering students as teacher assistants to 
grade assignments or exams has attracted 
much controversy because those students are 
inexperienced and easy lo fall into their own 
bias. Therefore, all the work of teacher 
assistants will be supervised by lecturers in 
charge of studying and the score recording 
will be cheeked. 

Stage 5: Evaluating the effectiveness of 
teacher assistant activities by weeks/ 
months/ quarters/ year 
Establishing the assessment criteria should be 
clear and associated with the duties and 
responsibilities of students as teacher 
assistants. Students attending the modules 
will receive survey forms about the attitude, 
spirit, strength, professional qualifications, 
strengths as well as weaknesses ofthe teacher 
assistant that should be improved. Thereby, 
the faculty will have appropriate adjustments 
so that the teaching assistant activities meet 
the maximum demand for students Besides, 
teachers ean adjust expectations on teacher 
assistants to suit their inherent abilities. 
CONCLUSION 

The student teaching assistant model is 
expected to bring distinct advantages to 

lecturers, students as teacher assistants and 
and students attending classes with teacher 
assistants 

Besides, the process of ̂ plying this model may 
encounter certaui difficulties. However, these 
obstacles will soon be resolved if there is more 
attention and help from faculty and school. 
To improve the efficiency m applying this 
kind of model for better teaching and Ieaming 
process, we really need the support from 
various sides such as the school, faculty and 
staff Therefore, in this article the authors 
offer some suggestions based on the 
consensus between teachers in charge of the 
module and the teacher assistants. 
For the Department- Have preferential policy 
for students as teaching assistants, have 
responsibilities for guiding and managing the 
use of leaching assistants. 
For the leaching staff: Under the policy and 
regulation of the department, most of the 
responsibilities belong to lecturers uttiizing 
students as teaching assistants They, 
therefore, should pay attention to such aspects 
as selecting the teaching assistants firom the 
talented student group (as mentioned above); 
discuss the possible conflict with the 
candidates between them and their friends in 
class; make sure that leaching assistants are 
fiilly equipped with necessary knowledge and 
skills to do their teaching assistant activities 
well; establish a quick and retiable channel of 
communication (email or e-leaming system), 
regulariy supervise the work of teaching 
assistants; ask the teaching assistants to sign 
the binding contract of responsibilities. 
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The student teaching assistant model brings 

many benefits to students, teachers and 

schools. In the current conditions, the 

recruitment, training and management of 

student leaching assistants may be difficult to 

fiilly implement, but we have done our best to 

create all favorable conditions for students to 

become a good tutor. At the moment, we are 

unplementing this model to sorae third year 

students at Thai Nguyen University of 

Education. Although we have not gone through 

the whole 5 stages above to gel clear statistics, 

through informal mterviews vwth some teachers 

and students, we have leamt that all the three 

related groups are excited about the new model. 

In the later article, we will add some follow-up 

activities in the model and collect practical data 

to analyze the effectiveness of this raodel. The 

authors hope this article would give readers a 

fresh perspective on an advanced teaching 

raodel - developmg professional capacity for 

English students through the student teaching 

assistant model. 
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TOM T A T 
P H A T TRIEN NANG L U C NGHfe NGHlEP SINH VIEN TIENG ANH 
DAP LTNG YEU C A u DOI MOfI GIAO D y C P H O THONG SAU 2015 
THONG QUA M O HINH SINH VIEN TR(? GIANG 

Ph^m Th) lOeu Oanh', Nguyen Thi Hong Minh, 
Nguyen Diiv Hoang, Vi Thj Trung 

Trudng Dai hgc Su phgm — DH Thai Nguyen 

Phat tnen nang luc nghe nghiep sinh vien la mpt trpng nhihig nhipm vu then ch6t cua cac tmong 
su pham Irong giai doan hien nay nham dap tao nhihig nha giao tuong lai vira hong, vira chuyen. 
BSn canh viec tang cuong cho sinh vien tham gia thuc t§p su pham tai tnrong pho thong, hien nay, 
6 cac truong dai hoc co nen giao duc phat tnen tren the giai, mo hinh sinh vien trp giang (MHSVTG) 
da dupc dp dung rpng rKi. Tuy nhien, mo Wnh nay tai cac trucmg dai hpc t?i Viet Nam con chua ph6 
bi^n va chua dupc quan tSm diing mirc boi cac nha su pham va cac nha quan ly" giao duc Bai viet nay 
s£ tap trung ph3n tich nhihig thuSn lgi cua MHSVTG doi voi su phat tnen nghe nghiep trpng tuong lai 
cua sinh vien. Them vao do, bai bao cung de xuat mo hinh va each thiic tnen khai mp hinh sinh vien trp 
giang tieng Anh tai trudng Dai hpc Su ph^m - Dai hpc Thai Nguyen 
Tu khoa: ndng life nghe nghiip, phdt tnin nghi nghiep. sinh vien trfr gidng, thuc ldp nghe 
nghiep, ddo tgo gido vien. 
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